


At the end of the timeline of the Chinese company ZWO there is the dream of every astro photographer, 
the full frame ASI 6200MM Pro astro camera (as of February 2020):

https://timeline.astronomy-imaging-camera.com/

I've been waiting for a camera like this for years. Color full-frame cameras were available, but an 
affordable, black and white CMOS camera was not.

My heart beat all the faster when I was allowed to hold my own in my hands in February 2020. I would like
to share my first experiences, but also a comparison with my predecessor camera, the ASI 1600MM Pro, 
with you.

The first Hubble Palette taken with the new camera.

https://www.astrobin.com/v8f453/?nc=user

State-of-the-art CMOS technology in full frame

The IMX455 full frame back-illuminated CMOS sensor represents the current state-of-the-art.
The technical data are breathtaking: 61.2 megapixels, up to 80% quantum efficiency and finally a 16-bit 
AD converter. At this point, everyone should also think of large amounts of data that arise in image 
processing.

Mechanical qualities

As expected, the mechanical design can be called High End, the finish is perfect and leaves absolutely no 
wishes open. Numerous adapters make the scope of delivery exceptional. In particular, an M48 extension 
with a length of 16.5 mm made it easy for me to adapt the new camera to my C11 Hyperstar v4 straight 
away.

https://www.astrobin.com/v8f453/?nc=user
https://timeline.astronomy-imaging-camera.com/


The form factor fits the Hyperstar

The camera is round! This is good news for Hyperstar users. The camera housing also has exactly the 
same diameter as the Baader Universal Filter Changer (UFC). This results in a compact unit that can be 
directly adapted to the C11 Hyperstar without additional special sleeves.

ASI 6200MM Pro & Baader UFC on the C11 Hyperstar v4



Cooling performance weaker than that of the ASI 1600MM Pro

The first tests showed that the camera chip can be cooled about 36° below the ambient temperature. With 
my predecessor camera, the ASI 1600MM Pro, it was about 45°. This experience was initially 
disappointing for me, since I have only worked with a -20.0° C dark library, regardless of summer or winter.
However, I have found that the technical data from ZWO already end at -20.0° C, or go into saturation 
there. And according to my first experiences, the results are already more than satisfactory at -15° C.

Even at -15° C, imaging of extremely weak PN's is possible: PFP1 (Pierce, Frew & Parker).

https://www.astrobin.com/00evnt/?nc=user

https://www.astrobin.com/00evnt/?nc=user


Goodbye Amp Glow

The success of exposing faint deep-sky objects depends crucially on the quality of the calibration data. 
Each sub has to be calibrated with darks and flats in order to remove all chip errors such as hot pixels and
the optical error known as vignetting.

Another source of error is the Amp Glow. While the hot pixels can be corrected perfectly with a dark frame,
it is somewhat more problematic with the Amp Glow. My experiences with the predecessor camera ASI 
1600MM Pro showed that with advanced image processing techniques, such as tone mapping according 
to J-P Metsävainio, the amp glow is always visible when using extreme stretching. I suspect that the 
camera chip can be cooled very precisely, but the amp glow also depends on the external temperature 
conditions.

I was very happy when I was able to examine the first 600 s Dark @ -15° C in more detail. The new ASI 
6200MM Pro is absolutely amp glow free. Image processing becomes easier and the hunt for weak 
signals can begin.

Dark comparison: 600 s @ -15 ° C



Goodbye square halos

My predecessor ASI 1600MM Pro showed strange, square halos on bright stars.

The search for the keyword Halo and ASI1600MM on the Internet soon resulted in hits, e.g.:

https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/610330-  asi-1600-astrodon-nb-halos/

that showed me that I wasn't alone with this problem.

The new ASI 6200MM Pro is absolutely exemplary at this point. Round halos can certainly be seen also 
here, but I can only confidently say goodbye to the excessive, square halos.

But a fundamental question arises: Are halos really that bad?
You can also look at the normal halos without prejudice:
https://www.baader-planetarium.com/en/blog/halos-viewed-without-prejudice/

https://www.baader-planetarium.com/en/downloads/dl/file/id/1586/halos_no_problem.pdf

Dynamic range

Deep-sky imaging usually confronts the photographer with an enormous dynamic range. The ASI 6200MM
Pro sets new standards at this point.

1.) The full well capacity describes the number of charges that can be stored in a pixel. The larger the 
number, the longer you can expose without overflowing the bin.
With 51 ke, the full well capacity of the ASI 6200MM Pro is so large that even with the gain setting of 
100% for typical deep-sky objects, e.g. the Heart Nebula IC1805 or the California-Nebula, even with 600s-
Subs @ f1.9 with the Baader Ha HighSpeed f / 2 filter there is no saturation! It is indeed a dream!

2.) Most CMOS cameras unfortunately only use a 14-bit AD converter. This fact limits the dynamic range 
quite uncomfortably. Even the simultaneous imaging of the bright and faint stars becomes a problem. With
the 16-bit AD converter the new ASI 6200MM Pro cancels this limitation in the CMOS world.

https://www.baader-planetarium.com/en/downloads/dl/file/id/1586/halos_no_problem.pdf
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/610330-asi-1600-astrodon-nb-halos/
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/610330-asi-1600-astrodon-nb-halos/


Orion Nebula will still have to be exposed and processed with the new camera as a HDR (High Dynamic 
Range) image, since the dynamic range of the nebula from the center to the weakest foothills corresponds
“to an eternity”.

Various features such as anti-thaw heating, only 700g weight etc.

On the manufacturer's website you can read many other specifications of the camera, which I will not go 
into here.

https://astronomy-imaging-camera.com/product/asi6200mm-pro-mono

Use on the C11 Hyperstar v4

The 43.2 mm diagonal on the C11 Hyperstar v4 allows a view of around 276 arc minutes in the sky. This 
promises a lot of fun with extensive nebula areas.

The moon fits in there more than nine times.

With a pixel size of just 3.76 µm, the Hyperstar v4 @ 540mm focal length would require a seeing of 
around 1.43 arc seconds to meet the Nyquist criterion. Since the typical seeing conditions of my rooftop 
observatory are usually much worse, I usually take photos with binning 2 and fortunately I no longer have 
to worry about air turbulence.

https://astronomy-imaging-camera.com/product/asi6200mm-pro-mono


Calibration data in the daytime sky

Since the ASI 6200MM Pro has no mechanical shutter and very short exposure times are possible, there 
is no obstacle to the inclusion of twilight flats. In the case of my observatory, which is a 2.6m Baader 
dome, I believe that twilight flats are the ultimate. When using the Baader HighSpeed f / 2 filter, you can 
create twilight flats before the sunset with an exposure time in the range of 10 to 100 ms. This has the 
invaluable advantage that there are no stars in the flats. Of course, you will look for a sky area without 
particularly striking stars.

The new home of the ASI 6200MM Pro.

Image references

Pictures that I have taken with this camera can be viewed here:
https://www.astrobin.com/users/equinoxx/

At astrobin.com there is also a new group or forum for the owners or interested parties:
https://www.astrobin.com/groups/173/

Also on the homepage of the company ZWO 6200 pictures are presented:
https://astronomy-imaging-camera.com/gallery

https://astronomy-imaging-camera.com/gallery
https://www.astrobin.com/groups/173/
https://www.astrobin.com/users/equinoxx/


Summary:

The reason for the purchase of the new camera was the desire to image Simeis 147 / SH2-24. With the 
previous camera ASI1600MM Pro a 9x mosaic would have been required. With the new ASI 6200MM Pro,
I was able to accomplish the project with just two panels, see cover sheet.

It should not be unmentioned that a full-frame camera was operated on a C11 Hyperstar v4 here, which 
according to the manufacturer is only calculated up to a chip diagonal of 27 mm!

The ASI 6200MM Pro is convincing in the sum of its properties and leaves practically nothing to be 
desired, apart from perhaps the current delivery situation. At a moderate price you will be faced with a lot 
of fun.

First Light: SH2-129 & OU4
https://www.astrobin.com/98pgg3/0/?nc=user

Andreas Bringmann

https://www.astrobin.com/98pgg3/0/?nc=user

